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Abstract:

The reason of Iqbal's love for the Turks was his

characteristic of love for freedom and the struggle

for it, which he expressed in his verse as well as

prose in abundance. Along with this, he has

mentioned in his poetry and prose many Turkish

personali t ies l ike  Soleman Azam,  Sul tan

Muhammad, the Conquerer, Sultan Murad, Sultan

Abdul Hameed, Sultan Abdul Majeed, Zia Gokalp

and Akif Ersoy. Further to it, he considered  Jalal

ud Din Rumi as his mentor and spiritual leader.

Here is given a detailed analysis of chief

celebrities  of  Turkish  scholars.                                         
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Heyecana Verdi gonulleri

Heyecanli sesleri gonlumun,

Ben o nagmeden muteheyyicin;

 yok ihtimali Ki terennumun
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